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Description

This invention relates to a light beam scanning apparatus for causing, for example, laser beams to scan the surface of a photosensitive drum simultaneously to form an electrostatic latent image on the photosensitive drum and to an image forming apparatus, such as a digital copying machine or a laser printer, using the light beam scanning apparatus.

In recent years, various digital copying machines have been developed which form images by, for example, laser-beam scanning exposure and electronic photograph processing.

To step up the image forming speed, the multi-beam digital copying machines have recently been developed.

In this type of digital copying machine, more than one laser beam is generated and they are caused to scan in units of lines simultaneously.

The multi-beam digital copying machine comprises semiconductor laser oscillators for generating laser beams, a polyhedral rotating mirror, such as a polygon mirror, and an optical system unit acting as a light-beam scanning apparatus. The polyhedral rotating mirror reflects the laser beams emitted from the laser oscillators toward a photosensitive drum to cause each laser beam to scan the surface of the photosensitive drum. The optical system unit is composed mainly of a collimator lens and an f-θ lens.

A method of controlling the exposure position accurately in the direction in which a laser beam scans (or the main scanning direction) in a digital copying machine of the multi-beam type has been disclosed in, for example, Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 1-43294, Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 3-57452, Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 3-57453, Jpn. UM Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 5-32824, or Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 56-104572.

Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 1-43294 has disclosed a method of using a light beam sensor to sense the timing with which light beams arrive. In this method, the order in which the light beams arrive is unknown. Therefore, the method is not suitable for an optical system where two or more light beam arrive simultaneously.

Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 3-57452 has disclosed a method of providing separate light-receiving sections for sensing laser beams independently and permitting each laser beam to expose the corresponding light-receiving section and pass through it. On the basis of the signal from each light-receiving section, the light-emitting timing for printing by each laser beam (or recording or image formation) is produced.

However, for example, when plural recording dot pitches (resolutions), such as 300 dpi, 400 dpi, and 600 dpi, or 16 lines/mm and 15.4 lines/mm, are needed, the number of revolutions of the polygon mirror or the frequency of image clock must be changed. In this case, it is difficult to align the print start position of each light beam because of the following problems: the phase of the output signal from each light-receiving section may change with respect to the corresponding light beam, the timing with which each light beam arrives at the print start position, and the difference in arriving timing between the light beams cannot be divided by one period of image clock.

The method disclosed in Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 3-57453 has been based on the assumption that the main scanning image formation area for each light beam is designed to shift in the main scanning direction. Therefore, the method is not suitable for such an optical system as is shown in embodiments of the present invention.

The method disclosed in UM Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 5-32824 is not suitable for such an optical system as is shown in embodiments of the present invention because of the same reason as in the method in Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 3-57452.

The method disclosed in Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKOKU Publication No. 56-104572 is to produce a synchronizing signal using one of plural light beams and control the light-emitting timing for each light beam on the basis of the synchronizing signal. The relationship between the scanning positions of the light beams must be known beforehand. Therefore, the method is not suitable for such an optical system as is shown in embodiments of the present invention.


It is an object of the present invention to provide a light beam scanning apparatus and an image forming apparatus which are applicable to an optical system where the order in which light beams are caused to scan in the main scanning direction is unknown (they may be caused to scan simultaneously) and which are capable of constantly controlling the exposure position in the main scanning direction with an accuracy of a small fraction of a pixel.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a light beam scanning apparatus and an image forming apparatus which are applicable to more than one resolution.

In order to achieve the above objects, according to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a light beam scanning apparatus as set out in claim 1.

Accordingly, four beams, which are parallel with each other in the sub-scanning direction, are caused to scan a scanning surface in the main scanning direction. The beams expose the target area between two optical sensing means, not the surface of the image retaining element, to produce correction data to correct shifts in the exposure positions of the four beams in the main scanning direction with an accuracy of less than a small fraction of one pixel. On the basis of the correction data, an image formation area is set on the image retaining element.
The clock generating means includes: clock means for generating a clock signal a specific time after the first beam exposed the first sensing means; delay means which delays the clock signal generated at the clock means, selects the delay of the clock in a range of one clock or less for each beam, and provides a delayed clock signal as a pixel clock to be used to generate a beam; and clock setting means for setting, for the respective beams, exposure pixel clock areas used by the beam generating means in the pixel clocks given by the delay means and providing exposure pixel clocks.

The delay means includes a delay line and delay clock selectors, the delay line having taps, and each of the delay clock selectors designed to select and output a delayed clock generated at one tap, which is to be used to generate one beam.

Specifically, to align the image formation positions of the four beams accurately in the main scanning direction, the amount of delay is given to the clock signal with an accuracy of one-tenth of a clock for each of the beam generating means independently.

The target area between the first and second sensing means is an area overlapping with the second sensing means, the light beam scanning apparatus further comprising: a counter for counting the number of times the beams expose the second sensing means; second control means for driving one of the beam generating means using the exposure pixel clock obtained from the clock setting means controlled on the basis of the control data and causing the scanning means to scan the scanning surface a specific number of times; comparison means for reading a value in the counter after the second control means has scanned the specific number of times and comparing the value with a predetermined number; means for selecting the next tap whose amount of delay is greater than that of the selected tap when the result of the comparison at the comparison means has shown that the value in the counter is smaller than the predetermined number; and amount-of-delay setting means, when the result of the comparison at the comparison means has shown that the value in the counter is equal to the predetermined number, for setting a delay selected at that time as the amount of delay for the one of the beam generating means.

This summary of the invention does not necessarily describe all necessary features so that the invention may also be a sub-combination of these described features.

The invention can be more fully understood from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 schematically shows the configuration of a digital copying machine according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 shows the configuration of an optical system unit and the location of a photosensitive drum;
FIG. 3 schematically shows the configuration of a light beam sensing unit;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a control system for mainly controlling the optical system;
FIG. 5 shows the positional relationship between the light beam sensing unit and the photosensitive drum and the exposure area (printing area) of each light beam by a sample timer as well as the positional relationship between light-emitting areas by image data together with a time chart;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a configuration for setting a printing area (exposure area) in as small units as one clock or less;
FIG. 7 is a diagram to help explain the operation of a clock synchronizing circuit;
FIG. 8 is a diagram to help explain the principle of a method of acquiring information on the main scanning beam position for each light beam;
FIG. 9 is a diagram to help explain a method of sensing the relative positional relationship between each light beam and each output of the light beam sensing unit;
FIG. 10 is a diagram to help explain the operation of the main-scanning light-beam position sensing circuit;
FIG. 11 is a diagram to help explain the operation of the main-scanning light-beam position sensing circuit;
FIG. 12 is a diagram to help explain the operation of the main-scanning light-beam position sensing circuit;
FIG. 13 schematically shows exposure areas when the light beam power differs;
FIG. 14 is a block diagram to help explain passing position control of light beams and an offset sensing and correcting process;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart to help explain a general operation at the time of turning on the power supply of the printer section;
FIG. 16 schematically shows the configuration of the light beam sensing unit complying with two resolutions;
FIG. 17 is a flowchart to help explain a first example of a light-beam power control routine;
FIG. 18 is a flowchart to help explain the first example of the light-beam power control routine;
FIG. 19 is a flowchart to help explain the main-scanning light-beam position control routine;
FIG. 20 is a flowchart to help explain the routine for acquiring information on the main-scanning light-beam position of a light beam;
FIG. 21 is a flowchart to help explain the routine for acquiring information on the main-scanning light-beam position
As described above, the document O on the document table 7 is read at the scanner unit 1. The read data is continuously stands by to form the next image. The surface of the drum is removed by the cleaner 20, which returns the drum to the initial state. In this state, the drum is transferred. Thereafter, the sheet is discharged via the delivery rollers 27 into a delivered sheet tray 28 outside.

In the paper feed system, sheets of paper P in a paper feed cassette 21 are taken out one by one by a supply roller 22 and a separation roller 23. The sheet P is sent to a resist roller 24, which carries the sheet to the transfer position with a specific timing. On the downstream side of the transfer charger 18, there are provided a sheet transport mechanism 25, a fixing unit 26, and delivery rollers 27 for discharging the sheet P on which an image has been formed. With this arrangement, the fixing unit 26 fixes the toner image on the sheet P on which the toner image has been transferred. Thereafter, the sheet is discharged via the delivery rollers 27 into a delivered sheet tray 28 outside.

FIG. 22 is a flowchart to help explain the routine for acquiring information on the main-scanning light-beam position of the light beam; and FIG. 23 is a flowchart to help explain the routine for acquiring information on the sub-scanning light-beam position of the light beam.

Hereinafter, referring to the accompanying drawings, an embodiment of the present invention will be explained.

FIG. 1 shows the configuration of a digital copying machine, which is an image forming apparatus to which a light beam scanning apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention is applied. The digital copying machine includes a scanner unit 1 acting as image reading means and a printer unit 2 acting as image forming means. The scanner unit 1 is composed of a first carriage 3 and a second carriage 4 which are movable in the direction of the arrow, an image formation lens 5, and a photoelectric conversion element 6. In FIG. 1, a document O is placed on a document table 7 made of transparent glass, with the printed side downward. The placement reference of the document is at the front right on the lateral side along the width of the document table 7. A document holding cover 8 that can be opened and closed presses the document O against the document table 7.

A light source 9 illuminates the document 9. The reflected light from the document passes through mirrors 10, 11, 12 and the image formation lens 5 and is gathered on the light-receiving surface of the photoelectric conversion element 6. The first carriage 3 on which the light source 9 and mirror 10 are mounted and the second carriage 4 on which the mirrors 11, 12 are mounted move at a relative speed in the ratio of 2:1 to make the optical path length constant. A carriage driving motor (not shown) moves the first carriage 3 and second carriage 4 from right to left in synchronization with a read timing signal.

In FIG. 1, a document O is placed on a document table 7 made of transparent glass, with the printed side downward. The placement reference of the document is at the front right on the lateral side along the width of the document table 7. A document holding cover 8 that can be opened and closed presses the document O against the document table 7.

A light source 9 illuminates the document 9. The reflected light from the document passes through mirrors 10, 11, 12 and the image formation lens 5 and is gathered on the light-receiving surface of the photoelectric conversion element 6. The first carriage 3 on which the light source 9 and mirror 10 are mounted and the second carriage 4 on which the mirrors 11, 12 are mounted move at a relative speed in the ratio of 2:1 to make the optical path length constant. A carriage driving motor (not shown) moves the first carriage 3 and second carriage 4 from right to left in synchronization with a read timing signal.

In this way, the image of the document O on the document table 7 is read line by line by the scanner unit 1. The output of the scanner unit 1 is converted by an image processing unit (not shown) into an 8-bit digital signal indicating the gradation of image.

The printer unit 2 is composed of an optical system unit 13 and an image forming unit 14 using an electronic photographic system capable of forming an image on a sheet of paper P serving as a medium on which an image is to be formed. Specifically, the image signal read from the document O by the scanner unit 1 is processed at the image processing unit (not shown) and then converted into laser beams (hereinafter, referred to as light beams) from semiconductor laser oscillators. The optical system of the embodiment uses a multi-beam optical system using more than one semiconductor laser oscillator.

The configuration of the optical system unit 13 will be explained in detail later. The semiconductor laser oscillators provided in the unit emit light according to the laser modulation signal outputted from the image processing unit (not shown). The light beams from the semiconductor laser oscillators are reflected by a polygon mirror and outputted to the outside of the unit in the form of scanning light.

The light beams from the optical system unit 13 form a spot with the necessary resolution at point X, the exposure position on a photosensitive drum 15 serving as an image retaining member. The spot is caused to scan the photosensitive drum 15 for exposure. This makes an electrostatic latent image corresponding to the image signal appear on the photosensitive drum 15.

Around the photosensitive drum 15, there are provided an electrifying charger 16 for electrifying the surface of the drum, a developing unit 17, a transfer charger 18, a peeling charger 19, and a cleaner 20. The photosensitive drum 15 is rotated by a driving motor (not shown) at a specific circumferential speed. It is electrified by the electrifying charger 16 facing the surface of the drum. More than one light beam (or scanning light beam) forms a spot at point X, the exposure position on the electrified photosensitive drum 15.

The electrostatic latent image formed on the photosensitive drum 15 is developed with the toner (or developer) from the developing unit 17. The toner image formed on the photosensitive drum 15 is transferred at the transfer position onto the sheet P fed with a suitable timing by the paper feed system.

In the paper feed system, sheets of paper P in a paper feed cassette 21 are taken out one by one by a supply roller 22 and a separation roller 23. The sheet P is sent to a resist roller 24, which carries the sheet to the transfer position with a specific timing. On the downstream side of the transfer charger 18, there are provided a sheet transport mechanism 25, a fixing unit 26, and delivery rollers 27 for discharging the sheet P on which an image has been formed. With this arrangement, the fixing unit 26 fixes the toner image on the sheet P on which the toner image has been transferred. Thereafter, the sheet is discharged via the delivery rollers 27 into a delivered sheet tray 28 outside.

After the image has been transferred from the photosensitive drum 15 to the sheet P, the remaining toner on the surface of the drum is removed by the cleaner 20, which returns the drum to the initial state. In this state, the drum stands by to form the next image.

The repetition of the aforementioned processes causes the operation of forming images to be performed continuously.

As described above, the document O on the document table 7 is read at the scanner unit 1. The read data is
subjected to a series of processes at the printer unit 2 and then recorded on the sheet P in the form of a toner image.

The following is explanation of the optical system unit 13.

FIG. 2 shows the configuration of the optical system unit 13 and the location of the photosensitive drum 15. The optical system unit 13 includes, for example, semiconductor laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d, serving as four light-beam-generating means. The semiconductor laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d scan line by line simultaneously, enabling an image to be formed at high speed without increasing the number of revolutions of the polygon mirror.

Specifically, the laser oscillator 31a is driven by a laser driver 32a. The outputted light beam passes through a collimator lens (not shown) and strikes a galvanomirror 33a serving as optical path changing means. The light beam reflected from the galvanomirror 33a passes through a half mirror 34a and a half mirror 34b and strikes a polygon mirror 35 acting as a multiplanar rotation mirror.

The polygon mirror 35 is rotated at a constant speed by a polygon motor 36 driven by a polygon motor driver 37. This causes the reflected light from the polygon mirror 35 to scan in a constant direction at an angular velocity determined by the number of revolutions of the polygon motor 36. The light beam moved to and fro by the polygon mirror 35 passes through an f-th lens (not shown). The f-th characteristic of the lens enables the light beam to scan the light-receiving surface of a light beam sensing unit 38 and the surface of the photosensitive drum 15 at a constant speed. The beam sensing unit 38 serves as light-beam passage sensing means and light-beam position sensing means.

The laser oscillator 31b is driven by a laser driver 32b. The outputted light beam passes through a collimator lens (not shown) and is reflected by a galvanomirror 33b and then by the half mirror 34a. The reflected light from the half mirror 34a passes through the half mirror 34b and strikes the polygon mirror 35. The optical path through which the beam travels after the polygon mirror 35 is the same as that for the laser oscillator 31a. Namely, the light beam passes through the f-th lens (not shown) and scans the light-receiving surface of the light beam sensing unit 38 and the surface of the photosensitive drum 15 at a constant speed.

The laser oscillator 31c is driven by a laser driver 32c. The outputted light beam passes through a collimator lens (not shown) and is reflected by a galvanomirror 33c. The reflected light passes through a half mirror 34c, is reflected by the half mirror 34b, and strikes the polygon mirror 35. The optical path through which the beam travels after the polygon mirror 35 is the same as that for the laser oscillator 31a or 31b. Namely, the light beam passes through the f-th lens (not shown) and scans the light-receiving surface of the light beam sensing unit 38 and the surface of the photosensitive drum 15 at a constant speed.

The laser oscillator 31d is driven by a laser driver 32d. The outputted light beam passes through a collimator lens (not shown) and is reflected by a galvanomirror 33d. The reflected light passes through a half mirror 34d, is reflected by the half mirror 34b, and strikes the polygon mirror 35. The optical path through which the beam travels after the polygon mirror 35 is the same as that for the laser oscillator 31a, 31b, or 31c. Namely, the light beam passes through the f-th lens (not shown) and scans the light-receiving surface of the light beam sensing unit 38 and the surface of the photosensitive drum 15 at a constant speed.

Each of the laser drivers 32a to 32d includes an automatic power control (APC) circuit. The APC circuits cause the laser oscillators 31a to 31d to emit light constantly at the light-emitting power level set by a main control unit (CPU) 51, which will be explained later.

The light beams from the separate laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d are combined at the half mirrors 34a, 34b, 34c to form four light beams, which travel toward the polygon mirror 35.

This enables the four light beams to scan the photosensitive drum 15 simultaneously. As a result, if the number of revolutions of the polygon mirror 35 is the same, use of the four light beams will enable an image to be recorded at a speed four times as fast as that achieved by use of a single light beam in the prior art.

The galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d are for adjusting (or controlling) the positional relationship between the light beams in the sub-scanning direction (or in the direction perpendicular to the main scanning direction). Galvanomirror driving circuits 39a, 39b, 39c, 39d are connected to the galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d, respectively.

The light beam sensing unit 38 is for sensing the passing position, passing timing, and power of each of the four light beams. It is provided near one end of the photosensitive drum 15 in such a manner that the light-receiving surface of the unit 38 becomes flush with the surface of the photosensitive drum 15. Control of the galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d corresponding to the respective light beams (or image formation position control in the sub-scanning direction), control of the light-emitting power (or intensity) of the laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d, and control of the light emitting timing (or image formation position control in the main scanning direction) are performed on the basis of the sense signal from the light beam sensing unit 38. A light-beam sensor output processing circuit 40 is connected to the light beam sensing unit 38 to generate the signals for performing the above controls.

The following is explanation of the light beam sensing unit 38.

FIG. 3 pictorially shows how the structure of the light beam sensing unit 38 is related to the direction in which the light beams scan. The four light beams a to d from the four semiconductor laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d scan as the polygon mirror 35 rotates in such a manner that they traverse over the light beam sensing unit 38 from left to right.
The light beam sensing unit 38 comprises two oblong sensor patterns S1, S2 acting as a first light sensing section, seven sensor patterns SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, SF, SG sandwiched between the two sensor patterns S1, S2 and serving as a second and a third light sensing section, and a holding substrate 38a serving as a holding member for integrally holding the sensor patterns S1, S2, SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, SF, SG. The sensor patterns S1, S2, SA to SG are composed of, for example, photodiodes.

The sensor pattern S1 is a pattern that senses the passing of a light beam and generates a reset signal (or an integration start signal) for an integrator explained later. The sensor pattern S2 is a pattern that senses the passing of a light beam and generates a conversion start signal for an A/D converter explained later. The sensor patterns S1, S2 function as reference patterns in various control actions in the main scanning direction. Each of the sensor patterns SA to SG is a pattern that senses the passing of a light beam.

As shown in FIG. 3, the sensor patterns S1, S2 are formed oblong in the direction perpendicular to the direction in which the light beams scan so that the light beams a to d deflected by the polygon mirror 35 never fail to traverse them, regardless of the positions of the galvanomirrors 33a to 33d. For example, in the embodiment, the width W1 of the pattern S1 and the width W2 of the pattern S2 in the main scanning direction are 200 µm, whereas the length L1 of them in the direction perpendicular to the direction in which the light beams scan is 2000 µm.

The sensor patterns SA to SG are arranged in such a manner that they are stacked one on top of another in the direction perpendicular to the direction of light beam scanning between the sensor patterns S1 and S2 as shown in FIG. 3. The length along which they are arranged is L1, the same length as that of the sensor patterns S1, S2. The width W2 of each of the sensor patterns SA to SG in the direction of light beam scanning is, for example, 600 µm.

To sense the power of the light beam on the photosensitive drum 15, the passing position of the light beam is controlled so that the light beam may pass over sensor pattern SA or SG as shown by a broken-line arrow Pa or Pb in FIG. 3. Then, the output of sensor pattern SA or SG is taken in.

The following is explanation of the control system.

FIG. 4 shows the control system for mainly controlling the multi-beam optical system. Numeral 51 indicates a main control unit 51 which is composed of, for example, a CPU, and supervises the overall control. Connected to the main control unit 51 are a memory 52, a control panel 53, an external communication interface (I/F) 54, the laser drivers 32a, 32b, 32c, 32d, the polygon mirror motor driver 37, the galvanomirror driving circuits 39a, 39b, 39c, 39d, the light beam sensor output processing circuit 40, a synchronizing circuit 55, and an image data interface (I/F) 56.

The image data I/F 56 is connected to the synchronizing circuit 55. An image processing unit 57 and a page memory 58 are connected to the image data I/F 56. The scanner unit 1 is connected to the image processing unit 57. An external interface (I/F) 59 is connected to the page memory 58.

The flow of image data in forming an image will be explained briefly.

As explained earlier, in a copying operation, the image on the document O set on the document table 7 is read by the scanner unit 1 and the read signal is sent to the image processing unit 57. The image processing unit 57 subjects the image signal from the scanner unit 1 to known shading correction, various filtering processes, gray level processing, and gamma correction.

The image data from the image processing unit 57 is sent to the image data I/F 56. The image data I/F 56 distributes the image data to the four laser drivers 32a, 32b, 32c, and 32d.

The synchronizing circuit 55 generates a clock synchronizing with the timing with which each light beam passes over the light beam sensing unit 38 and sends the image data from the image data I/F 56 to the laser drivers 32a, 32b, 32c, and 32d as a laser modulation signal in synchronization with the clock.

Transferring the image data in synchronization with the scanning of each light beam enables an image to be formed (in the proper position) synchronously in the main scanning direction.

The synchronous circuit 55 includes a sample timer and a drum exposure inhibit timer. The sample timer forces the laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d to emit light in non-image areas and controls the power of each light beam. The drum exposure inhibit timer prevents the forced light emission by the main control unit 51 from exposing the photosensitive drum 15 in performing control of the light-beam passing (or scanning) position or control of the powers of the individual light beams, which will be explained later.

The control panel 53 is a man-machine interface for starting a copying operation or setting the number of sheets of paper.

The digital copying machine of the embodiment can not only make copies but also form images from the image data externally supplied via the external I/F 59 connected to the page memory 58. The image data supplied from the external I/F 59 is temporarily stored in the page memory 58 and then sent to the synchronizing circuit 55 via the image data I/F 56.

When the digital copying machine is externally controlled via a network, the external communication I/F 54 serves as the control panel 53.

The galvanomirror driving circuits 39a, 39b, 39c, and 39d are circuits for driving the galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33d, and 33d according to the specified values from the main control unit 51. Therefore, the main control unit 51 can
control the angles of the galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33d, and 33d freely via the galvanomirror driving circuits 39a, 39b, 39c, and 39d.

The polygon motor driver 37 is a driver for driving the polygon motor 36 for rotating the polygon mirror 35 that deflects the four light beams. The main control unit 51 instructs the polygon motor driver 37 to start and stop rotation or change the number of revolutions. Changing the number of revolutions is effected when the recording pitch (or resolution) is changed.

The laser drivers 32a, 32b, 32c, 32d have the function of not only emitting laser light according to the laser modulation signal in synchronization with the scanning of the line beam from the synchronizing circuit 55 but also forcing the laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d to emit light according to the forced light-emitting signal from the main control unit 51, regardless of the image data.

The function is used when the laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d are forced to emit light in performing control of the light-beam passing (or scanning) position or control of the powers of the individual light beams. As explained earlier, however, the drum exposure inhibit timer in the synchronizing circuit 55 prevents the forced light emission over the photosensitive drum 15.

The main control unit 51 sets the power produced by each of the laser oscillators 31a, 31b, 31c, 31d in the respective laser drivers 32a, 32b, 32c, 32d. The setting of the light-emitting power is changed according to changes in the processing conditions or the sensing of the passing position of the light beam.

The memory 52 is for storing the necessary data for control. It stores, for example, the controlled variables for the galvanomirrors 33a, 33b, 33c, 33d, the characteristic of a circuit for sensing the passing position of a light beam (or the offset value of an amplifier), and the printing area corresponding to each light beam. This enables the optical system unit 13 to be brought into the image formation mode immediately after the power supply has been turned on.

Hereinafter, light-beam position control (or printing area setting) in the main scanning direction will be explained in detail.

FIG. 5 shows the positional relationship between the sensor patterns S1, S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 and the photosensitive drum 15 as well as the exposure area (printing area) of the light beams a to d by a sample timer explained later and the light-emitting area on the basis of the image data. FIG. 5 also shows the positional relationship with the output of the drum exposure inhibit timer together with a time chart. The circuit configuration to realize the operation will be explained in detail by reference to FIG. 6.

As shown in FIG. 5, the output of sensor pattern S1 in the light beam sensing unit 38 resets the sample timer (at time t0), which then starts to count the clock (not shown) from 0. When the count of the sample timer has reached a specific value, the output of the sample timer is high as shown at time t2, which forces the four laser oscillators 31a to 31d to emit light. The value set in the sample timer is normally such a value as causes the light beams a to d to be emitted before the next polygon mirror surface deflects them after they have passed the photosensitive drum 15, as shown in FIG. 5.

When the next polygon mirror surface has started to deflect the light beams a to d and the first light beam has reached sensor pattern S1 (at time t3), the sample timer is reset and the above-described operation is repeated. Specifically, the laser oscillators 31a to 31d are forced to emit light line by line in the area irrelevant to image formation at regular intervals of time (from time t2 to t3). During the forced light emission, automatic power control (APC) to keep the light-emitting power of a laser beam at a specific value is performed for each of the laser oscillators 31a to 31d.

The following is an explanation of the drum exposure inhibit timer. Forced light emission includes not only light emission by the output of the sample timer but also the aforementioned light emission that the main control unit 51 directly causes the laser drivers 32a to 32d to effect. In the forced light emission, the main control unit 51 causes one of the laser oscillators 31a to 31d to emit light and the light to scan over the light beam sensing unit 38. In the scanning, light-beam passing (scanning) position control and light-beam power control of the beams are performed.

When the laser oscillators 31a to 31d are forced to emit light consecutively, the photosensitive drum 15 is exposed continuously, which leads to the following problems.

When the photosensitive drum 15 is at a stop, the beams expose a specific portion of the photosensitive drum 15 intensively, which can lead to a local degradation of the photosensitive drum 15. When the photosensitive drum 15 is rotating, a lot of toner may adhere (or are consumed) or the carrier may adhere to the drum.

The drum exposure inhibit timer avoids those problems. When the timer is in operation, it prevents the main control unit 51 from effecting forced light emission in the area (from time t1 to t2) including the photosensitive drum area, as shown in the time chart of FIG. 5. Specifically, the light beams pass over the light beam sensing unit 38 on the basis of the output of sensor pattern S1 of the light beam sensing unit 38. The forced emission is inhibited (the output of the drum exposure inhibit timer: high) before the light beams approach the photosensitive drum 15 (from time t2: TOff1 has elapsed since the output of S1). At the time when the light beams have finished passing over the photosensitive drum 15 (at time t2: TOff2 has elapsed since the output of S1), the inhibition of forced light emission is canceled (the output of the drum exposure inhibit timer: low).

Light emission on the basis of the image data (including the test image data) is normally effected on the
printing area of the photosensitive drum 15 as shown in FIG. 5. In the case of a configuration where light beams are combined by a half mirror and caused to scan, the positional relationship between light beams in the main scanning direction is not constant. FIG. 5 shows a case where light beam a is at the head, followed by light beams b, c, and d in that order. As shown in FIG. 5, with light beam a as a reference, light beam b is delayed ΔTab, light beam c is delayed ΔTac, and light beam d is delayed ΔTad.

[0083] To make the light beams a to d having such a positional (phase) relationship coincide exactly with the exposure area, it is necessary to shift the light-emitting timing based on the image data by ΔTab for light beam b, ΔTac for light beam c, and ΔTad for light beam d as a reference as shown in FIG. 5.

[0084] In setting the exposure area, adjustments are generally made in units of one clock (or in units of one pixel) on the basis of a reference clock. In the optical system of the present embodiment, there is no guarantee the positions of the light beams are shifted in units of one clock. Therefore, closer adjustments are needed.

[0085] FIG. 6 shows a configuration for setting the printing area (exposure area) in units of less than one clock and a configuration for preventing the forced light emission from exposing the drum. These configurations correspond to the synchronizing circuit 55, light beam sensor output processing circuit 40, and light beam sensing unit 38.

[0086] In FIG. 6, a main-scanning light-beam position sensing circuit 40a is composed of a first counter 111, a second counter 112, and a latch circuit 113.

[0087] The synchronizing circuit 55 comprises four crystal oscillators 114a to 114d, a selector 115 for selecting one of the crystal oscillators 114a to 114d, a clock synchronizing circuit 116, a delay line 117, four delay clock selectors 118a to 118d, four image transfer clock generating sections (printing area setting sections) 119a to 119d, a sample timer 120, an OR gate circuit 121, and a drum exposure inhibit timer 122. One of the crystal oscillators 114a to 114d is selected by the selector 115 according to image resolution.

[0088] More detailed explanation will be given by reference to FIG. 6.

[0089] First, the configuration for preventing the forced light emission from exposing the drum will be described. As shown in FIG. 6, the main control unit 51 is capable of sensing a forced light-emission signal to each of the laser drivers 32a to 32d and forcing the laser oscillators 31a to 31d to emit light.

[0090] The laser drivers 32a to 32d are designed not to receive the forced light-emission signal from the main control unit 51 during the time when the drum exposure inhibit timer 122 continues outputting the drum exposure inhibit signal (from time t1 to time t2 in FIG. 5). During the period, the laser oscillators 31a to 31d will not emit light even when the main control unit 51 has outputted the forced light-emission signal.

[0091] The operation of the drum exposure inhibit timer 122 is controlled by an enable/disable signal from the main control unit 51. In controlling the light-beam passing position and the power, the main control unit 51 outputs the enable signal to the drum exposure inhibit timer 122, which then starts to operate. Specifically, a drum exposure inhibit signal is outputted to the laser drivers 32a to 32d during the period from time t1 to time t2 in FIG. 5. Therefore, even when the main control unit 51 outputs the forced light-emission signal to the laser drivers 32a to 32d, the laser oscillators 31a to 31d are prevented from emitting light at least during the period. Accordingly, the values corresponding to time TOFF1 and TOFF2 in FIG. 5 are set in the drum exposure inhibit timer.

[0092] On the other hand, when a normal image is formed or when the laser drivers 32a to 32d operate according to the input image data, the main control unit 51 outputs the disable signal to the drum exposure inhibit timer 122. As a result, the drum exposure inhibit timer 122 is prevented from outputting the drum exposure inhibit signal, which allows the light beam to be projected onto the printing area on the drum according to the image data.

[0093] Therefore, in controlling the beam position and the power, the main control unit 51 outputs the enable signal to the drum exposure inhibit timer 122 and then the forced light-emission signal to the laser drivers 32a to 32d. As a result, the main control unit 51 can expose the light beam sensing unit 38 using any one of the light beams without taking into account the movement of the light beam (or without exposing the photosensitive drum 15).

[0094] Next, the configuration for setting the printing area (exposure area) in units of less than one clock will be described. As shown in FIG. 5, the sensor pattern S1 of the light beam sensing unit 38 is exposed by the first of the light beams a, b, c, and d forced by the sample timer 120 to emit light and changes the signal level from low to high. The high signal is inputted to the sample timer 120, which cancels all of the forced emission by the laser oscillators 31a to 31d.

[0095] Consequently, the light beams a, b, c, and d disappear and therefore the high output of the sensor pattern S1 also disappears.

[0096] The output of the sensor pattern S1 is also inputted to the clock synchronizing circuit 116 in the synchronizing circuit 55. The clock synchronizing circuit 116 outputs a synchronized clock. The synchronized clock is a clock that rises ΔTSYNC after the trailing edge of the output of the sensor pattern S1 as shown in FIG. 7. The synchronized clock is also synchronized with the output of the sensor pattern S1 and has the same frequency as that of the output clock of the crystal oscillators.

[0097] Then, the synchronized clock is inputted to the delay line 117. The delay line 117 has the function of delaying the input signal for a specific time. The delay line 117 shown in the figure has ten taps for output. Specifically, delayed
clock D1 outputted from a first-stage tap is delayed $\Delta t_{D1}$ from the inputted synchronized clock and delayed clock D2 outputted from a second-stage tap is delayed another $\Delta t_{D2}$ from the inputted synchronized clock. The delay of $\Delta t_{D1}$ is actually several nanoseconds.

[0098] Then, delayed clock D10 outputted from the last-stage (tenth-stage) tap is delayed $10\times \Delta t_{D1}$ from the inputted synchronized clock. In the embodiment, one-tenth of a period of the synchronized clock is almost equal to $\Delta t_{D1}$. That is, the delayed clock D10 is almost equal to the inputted synchronized clock, or to a clock shifted one clock.

[0099] In the embodiment, the amount of delay in the delay line 117 is set at one-tenth of a clock. When the printing area has to be set more accurately, the amount of delay per tap should be made smaller and the number of taps be increased.

[0100] The outputs of the delay line 117, or the delayed clocks D1 to D10, are inputted to the delayed clock selectors 118a to 118d corresponding to the light beams a to d. The delayed clock selectors 118a to 118d has the function of selecting clocks and outputting them to the image transfer clock generating sections (printing area setting sections) 119a to 119d at the next stage on the basis of the delayed clock select signal outputted from the main control unit 51. In other words, the main control section 51 can freely select one from the delayed clocks D1 to D10 for each of the light beams a to d to set the setting area.

[0101] Here, the image transfer clock generating sections (printing area setting sections) 119a to 119d will be explained. Using the printing area setting signal, the main control unit 51 sets a printing area for each of the light beams a to d in units of one clock (in units of one pixel). Namely, it can set the output timing of the image transfer clock and the number of outputs. In forming a normal image, it sets those factors so that the image formation area for the light beams a to d may be a target image formation area on the photosensitive drum 15. The target image formation area varies with the sheet size to be used or the filing margin.

[0102] Now, the image transfer clock (printing area signal) thus obtained is sent to the image data I/F 56, which outputs the image data (laser modulation signals) corresponding to the light beams a to d in synchronism with the image transfer clock (printing area signal). The laser drivers 32a to 32d modulate the laser oscillators 31a to 31d on the basis of the image data (laser modulation signal). The clock signal outputted from the image transfer clock generating section during the main scanning position adjustment is used as an exposure pixel clock. The corresponding laser oscillator 31 is forced to emit light during the clock generation period.

[0103] In this way, the main control unit 51 can set a printing area in the image transfer clock generating sections (printing area setting sections) 119a to 119d in units of one clock (in units of one pixel) on the basis of the printing area setting signal. It can also set a printing area in units of one-tenth of a clock (in units of one-tenth of a pixel) for each of the light beams a to d by the delayed clock select signals to the delayed clock selectors 118a to 118d.

[0104] Next, the principle of acquiring main-scanning beam position information about the light beams a to d for the main control unit 51 to set a printing area in units of one clock (in units of one pixel) or in units of one-tenth of a clock (in units of one-tenth of a pixel) will be explained by reference to FIG. 8.

[0105] FIG. 8 shows a case where a much smaller exposure area than in forming a normal image has been set in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a. The main control unit 51 first selects delayed clock D1 for, for example, light beam a, sets a printing area to 1-5, and gives the image data I/F 56 a test printing instruction to paint black all over the area (or project laser light in the printing area). As shown in the figure, when the first beam (in this case, beam a) has exposed sensor pattern S1, all of the four beams a to d are turned off. Thereafter, only light beam a exposes the section of printing area 1-5.

[0106] As described above, when a small value is set for the printing area, the light beam does not reach the area of the photosensitive drum 15 and exposes the light beam sensing unit 38. In this state, monitoring the output of sensor pattern S2 on the downstream side of sensor pattern S1, the main control unit 51 determines what size the printing area should be set in order to allow sensor pattern S2 to respond. As seen from the example of FIG. 8, setting the printing area to 6-10 allows sensor pattern S2 to start to respond.

[0107] In this way, the main control unit 51 can sense the relative positional relationship of light beam a with the output of sensor pattern S1 in units of one clock (in units of one pixel).

[0108] Next, a method of sensing the relative positional relationship of light beam a with the output of sensor pattern S1 in units of less than one clock (in units of less than one pixel) will be explained by reference to FIG. 9. As explained in FIG. 8, when delayed clock D1 has been selected for light beam a, setting the printing area to 6-10 allows sensor pattern S2 to respond. Thus, the main control unit 51 reduces the set value of the printing area to 5-9 and changes the selection of the delayed clock.

[0109] As shown in FIG. 9, as the selection of the delayed clock is changed in this order: D1 $\rightarrow$ D2 $\rightarrow$ D3, the printing area moves right in units of one-tenth of a clock (in units of one-tenth of a pixel). In the present embodiment, when delayed clock D5 has been selected, sensor pattern S2 starts to respond.

[0110] Therefore, in a case where the main control unit 51 has set the printing area (exposure area) to five pixels on the basis of the output of sensor pattern S1 for light beam a, has set the area to 5-9 and has selected delayed clock D5, it senses that the right end of the printing area has exposed sensor pattern. In other words, to expose the target
area 5-9 overlapping with sensor pattern 2, the main control unit 51 has to select the tap D5 of the delay line 117 and set the delay pixel clock area corresponding to the target area (or the fifth to ninth delayed pixel clock areas after the output of sensor pattern S1).

[0111] Performing such a sensing operation on the light beams b, c, d makes it clear how each light beam is related in position to the output of sensor pattern S1 by the first light beam. In actual printing operation, the main control unit 51 selects the delayed clocks for the light beams a to d and sets the printing area, using the positional relationship as correction data. This enables the main control unit 51 to cause the image formation area for each beam to coincide with each other with an accuracy of one-tenth of a clock (one-tenth of a pixel).

[0112] The main control unit 51 stores the obtained information on the light beams a to d (information on the printing area and selection of delayed clock for each beam with respect to the first beam) in the memory 52. Storing the information in the memory 52 enables the apparatus to return to the original state as soon as the power supply is turned on again even after the power supply of the apparatus has been turned off.

[0113] Furthermore, even when a new printing area is set in the main scanning direction, storing the information in the memory 52 has the advantage of needing only small adjustments and therefore eliminating the necessity of using unnecessary time for control.

[0114] Next, the operation of the main-scanning light-beam position sensing circuit 40a in the light beam sensor output processing circuit 40 of FIG. 6 will be explained.

[0115] As explained earlier, the main control unit 51 can sense the light beam position in the main scanning direction by changing the selection of the delayed clocks for the light beams a to d or the printing area and monitoring the output of sensor pattern S2. Explanation will be given as to how the output of sensor pattern S2 is taken in by the main control unit 51.

[0116] FIG. 10 is a timing chart when the light beams a to d have not exposed sensor pattern S2 at all. As explained earlier, because the sample timer 120 forces the laser oscillators 31a to 31d to emit light, sensor pattern S1 outputs a pulse signal once in a scanning operation as a result of the first light beam exposing sensor pattern S1.

[0117] The first counter 111 is a counter for counting the pulse signal from sensor pattern S1. For example, it counts from 0 to 7 endlessly and outputs a carry signal at the end of the count of 7 as shown in the figure. The second counter is a counter for counting the output of sensor pattern S2.

[0118] The second counter 112 is cleared (reset) by the signal obtained by delaying the carry signal from the first counter 111. The count of the second counter 112 becomes 0 at intervals of eight scans.

[0119] The latch circuit 113 latches the output value of the second counter 112. The latch timing of the latch circuit 113 is the leading edge of the carry signal from the first counter 111. This enables the latch circuit 113 to hold the value before the second counter 112 is reset.

[0120] The value held in the latch circuit 113 is updated when the first counter 111 outputs the next carry signal. As a result, the latch circuit 113 always holds the count of the second counter 112 immediately before the arrival of the carry signal.

[0121] In FIG. 10, because sensor pattern S2 has not sensed a light beam at all, the count of the second counter 112 is always 0 and therefore the value held in the latch circuit 113 is also 0. As a result, the main control unit 51 can tell from the latched value of 0 that sensor pattern S2 has not sensed a light beam.

[0122] FIG. 11 is a timing chart to help explain the operation when sensor pattern S2 is constantly sensing a light beam. As shown in FIG. 11, the second counter 112 for counting the output of sensor pattern S2 counts from 0 to 8 in response to the output of sensor pattern S2.

[0123] The operation will be explained briefly. As soon as the counter carry output delay signal has cleared (reset) the second counter 112, the output of sensor pattern S2 is inputted to the counter 112, which then has the count of 1.

[0124] Thereafter, the output of sensor pattern S2 increments the counter each time scanning is done. After scanning has been done eight times, the counter has the count of 8 and the value of 8 is held in the latch circuit with the timing that the first counter 111 outputs a carry signal. After the latch circuit 113 has held the value of 8, the second counter 112 is cleared (reset) to 0 and starts to count from 1.

[0125] While sensor pattern S2 is constantly sensing a light beam in this way, the value held in the latch circuit 113 is 8. As a result, when the value in the latch circuit 113 is 8, the main control unit 51 judges that sensor pattern S2 is constantly sensing a light beam.

[0126] FIG. 12 is a timing chart when sensor pattern S2 sometimes senses a light beam and sometimes not or is in a delicate condition. Because sensor pattern S2 sometimes senses a light and sometimes not, the count of the second counter 112 increases in a scanning operation and not in another scanning operation. In the embodiment, because sensor pattern S2 outputs a signal at intervals of two scan, the value held in the latch circuit 113 is 4. As a result, reading the value of 4 held in the latch circuit 113, the main control unit 51 judges that the edge of the printing area is related delicately in position to sensor pattern S2.

[0127] Counting the output of sensor patterns S2 more than once in this way has the following merits:
1) The delicate positional relationship between the printing area and sensor pattern S2 can be grasped.
2) The main control unit 51 has only to read information at intervals of eight scans and bears a lower load than in reading at intervals of a scan.

[0128] It is desirable that the number of scans for each input of the latched information (the period of the first counter) should be a multiple of the surfaces of a polygon mirror, taking into the accuracy of the surfaces of the polygon mirror. In the present embodiment, since the number of the surfaces of the polygon mirror is 8, the first counter is designed to output a carry signal at intervals of eight scans.

[0129] Next, the relationship between the light beam power and the printing area setting accuracy will be explained.

[0130] FIG. 13 pictorially shows the exposure area in a case where the same delayed clock is selected, the number of clocks in the printing area is the same, and the light beam power is different. In FIG. 13, the light beam power is the highest at A and decreases in this order: B and C.

[0131] As shown in the figure, the higher the light beam power, the larger the area. As for the response of sensor pattern S2, it can be seen that the response of sensor pattern S2 differs even with the same printing area setting.

[0132] As shown in the figure, when the exposure edge of the light beam is in a position similar to that of the edge of sensor pattern S2, sensor pattern S2 makes a response or no response, depending on the light beam power. In the example of FIG. 13, when the light beam power is at A or B, the output a or b of sensor pattern S2 reaches a threshold level of TH. The second counter 112 then counts the output. When the light beam power is at C, the output c of sensor pattern S2 fails to reach the threshold level TH. As a result, the second counter 112 cannot count the output.

[0133] Therefore, to align the printing areas of light beams with each other with high accuracy, the power of each light beam must be made equal before the printing areas are controlled.

[0134] Next, the light-beam passing (scanning) position control will be explained in detail.

[0135] FIG. 14 is a diagram to help explain the light-beam passing position control when the light beam sensing unit 38 of FIG. 3 is used. The portions related to the light-beam passing position control in the block diagram of FIG. 4 have been extracted and shown in detail.

[0136] As explained earlier, the sensor patterns S1, S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 output pulse signals indicating that light beams have passed. The sensor patterns SA to SG output independent signals according to the passing positions of light beams.

[0137] The output signals of the sensor patterns SA, SG are inputted to amplifiers 61, 62 (hereinafter, sometimes referred to as amplifiers A, G), respectively. The amplification factor of each of the amplifiers 61, 62 is set by the main control unit 51 composed of a CPU.

[0138] As explained earlier, the galvanomirrors 33a to 33d are controlled so that the light beam may pass over sensor pattern AS or SG. Monitoring the output of sensor pattern SA or SG enables the relative light beam power on the photosensitive drum 15 to be sensed.

[0139] The output signals of the sensor patterns SB to SF are inputted to differential amplifiers 63 to 66 (hereinafter, sometimes referred to as differential amplifiers B-C, C-D, D-E, E-F) for amplifying the difference between the adjacent output signals from the sensor patterns SB to SF, respectively. The differential amplifier 63 amplifies the difference between the output signals from the sensor patterns SB, SC; the differential amplifier 64 amplifies the difference between the output signals from the sensor patterns SD, SE; and the differential amplifier 66 amplifies the difference between the output signals from the sensor patterns SE, SF.

[0140] The output signals from the amplifiers 61 to 66 are inputted to a select circuit (or an analog switch) 41. According to a sensor select signal from the main control unit (CPU) 51, the select circuit 41 selects a signal to be outputted to an integrator 42. The output signal of the amplifier selected by the select circuit 41 is integrated at the integrator 42.

[0141] The pulse signal from sensor pattern S1 is also inputted to the integrator 42. The pulse signal from sensor pattern S1 is used as a reset signal (or integration start signal) that resets the integrator 42 and simultaneously starts a new integrating operation. The functions of the integrator 42 is to remove noise and eliminate the effect of the inclination of the light beam sensing unit 38 has been installed, which will be described in detail later.

[0142] The output of the integrator 42 is inputted to an A/D converter 43. The pulse signal from sensor pattern S2 is also inputted to the A/D converter 43. When receiving the signal from sensor pattern S2 as a conversion start signal, the A/D converter 43 starts analog-to-digital conversion. Namely, A/D conversion is started with the timing that a light beam passes over the sensor pattern S2.

[0143] As described above, immediately before the light beams pass over the sensor patterns SA to SG, the pulse signal from sensor pattern S1 resets the integrator 42 and at the same time, starts integration. As result, while the light beams are passing over the sensor patterns SA to SG, the integrator 42 integrates the signals indicating the passing positions of the light beams.

[0144] Then, immediately after the light beams have passed over the sensor patterns SA to SG, the pulse signal from sensor pattern 2 triggers the A/D converter 43 to A/D convert the result of integration at the integrator 42. This
enables the sense signal with less noise from which the effect of the inclined installation of the light beam sensing unit 38 has been removed to be converted into a digital signal in light beam passing position sensing.

[0145] After the A/D conversion, the A/D converter 43 outputs an interrupt signal INT indicating the completion of the process to the main control unit 51.

[0146] The amplifiers 61 to 66, select circuit 41, integrator 42, and A/D converter 43 constitute the light beam sensor output processing circuit 40.

[0147] In this way, the light beam passing position sensing signal and light beam position sensing signal converted into digital signals are inputted to the main control unit 51 as relative light beam power information and light beam position information on the photosensitive drum 15. The main control unit 51 determines the power and passing position of each light beam on the photo-sensitive drum 15.

[0148] On the basis of the relative light beam power sensing signal and light beam position sensing signal on the photosensitive drum 15, the main control unit 51 sets the light-emitting power for each of the laser oscillators 31a to 31d and calculates the controlled variable for each of the galvanomirrors 33a to 33d. The results of calculation are stored in the memory 52, as the need arises. The main control unit 51 sends the results of calculation to the laser drivers 32a to 32d and the galvanomirror driving circuits 39a to 39d.

[0149] As shown in FIG. 6, the galvanomirror driving circuits 39a to 39d include latches 44a to 44d for storing the results of calculation, respectively. Once the main control unit 51 has written the data into the latches, the values remain unchanged until the data is updated.

[0150] The data items held in the latches 44a to 44d are converted by D/A converters 45a to 45d into analog signals (or voltages), which are then inputted to drivers 46a to 46d for driving the galvanomirrors 33a to 33d. The drivers 46a to 46d drive the galvanomirrors 33a to 33d according to the analog signals from the D/A converters 45a to 45d.

[0151] In the embodiment, because only one of the amplified output signal of the sensor patterns SA to SG is selected by the select circuit 41, integrated, and A/D converted, the output signals of the sensor patterns SA to SG cannot be inputted to the main control unit 51 at a time.

[0152] Therefore, to sense the power of the light beam, it is necessary to move the passing position of the light beam to over sensor pattern SA or SG and switch the select circuit 41 so that the output signal from the corresponding sensor pattern may be inputted to the main control unit 51.

[0153] When the passage of a light beam is unknown, it is necessary to determine the passing position of the light beam by switching the select circuit 41 sequentially and inputting the output signals from all the sensor patterns SA to SG to the main control unit 51 one after another.

[0154] Once where the light beam is passing has been determined, the position at which the light beam will pass can be estimated, so the output signals of all the sensor patterns do not always have to be inputted to the main control unit 51.

[0155] Next, the operation of the printer unit 2 at the time of the power supply being turned on will be described by reference to a flowchart shown in FIG. 15. Explanation of the operation of the scanner unit 1 will be omitted.

[0156] When the power supply for the copying machine is turned on, the main control unit 51 rotates the fixing rollers in the fixing unit 26 and starts heating control of the fixing unit 26 (S311, S312). Then, a light beam power control routine is executed, which controls the power of each light beam on the photosensitive drum 15 so that the power may be equal for the respective beams (S313).

[0157] After the power of each light beam on the photosensitive drum 15 has been controlled so as to have the same level, an offset correction routine is executed, which senses the offset value of the light beam sensor output processing circuit 40 and performs a correction process for the offset value (S314). Then, a light beam passing position control routine is executed (S315).

[0158] Next, a main-scanning light-beam position control routine is executed (S316). Then, the photosensitive drum 15 is rotated and process-related initialization, including the maintenance of the surface conditions for the photosensitive drum 15, is executed (S317).

[0159] After a series of such initialization actions, the fixing rollers are rotated until the temperature of the fixing unit 26 has risen to a specific temperature and the copying machine goes into the wait state (S318). When the temperature of the fixing unit 26 has risen to the specific temperature, the rotation of the fixing rollers is stopped (S319) and the copying machine goes into the copy instruction wait state (S320).

[0160] In the copy instruction wait state (S320), when no copying (or printing) instruction has been received from the control panel 53, if, for example, 30 minutes have elapsed since the preceding light beam passing position control routine was executed (S321), a light beam power control routine will be executed automatically (S322) and then an offset correction routine will be executed automatically (S323). Thereafter, the light beam passing position control routine and main-scanning light-beam position control routine will be executed again (S324, S325). After this, control will return to step S320, where the copying machine will go into the copy instruction wait state again.

[0161] In the copy instruction wait state (S320), when a copy instruction is received from the control panel 53, a check is made to see if there is an instruction to change the resolution (S326). As a result of the check, if there is an
instruction to change the resolution, the number of revolutions of the polygon motor 36 is changed to a value suited for the specified resolution.

[0162] Then, a suitable one for the resolution is selected from the crystal oscillators 114a to 114d (S328). The light-beam power control routine is then executed (S329). Thereafter, the offset correction routine is executed (S330). Then, the light-beam passing position control routine is executed (S331). After this, the main-scanning light-beam position control routine is executed (S332) and the copy operation is performed (S333).

[0163] If the result of the check at step S326 has shown that there is no instruction to change the resolution, the light-beam power control routine will be executed (S329) because neither the number of revolutions of the polygon motor 36 nor the crystal oscillator will be changed. Then, the offset correction routine will be executed (S330). Thereafter, the light-beam passing position control routine (S331), the main-scanning light-beam position control routine (S332), and the copy operation (S333) will be executed in that order.

[0164] After the copy operation has been completed, control returns to step S320 and the copying machine repeats the above operations.

[0165] In this way, even in the intervals between one copy operation and another, the light-beam power control routine, light-beam passing position control routine, and main-scanning light-beam position control routine are executed. This enables an image to be formed in the best condition constantly even when a lot of copies are made consecutively.

[0166] A first example of the light beam power control routine at steps S313, S322, and S329 in FIG. 15 will be described by reference to the flowcharts shown in FIGS. 17 and 18.

[0167] The main control unit 51 sets the amplification factor of the amplifier 61A at a specific value (S231). With each light beam passing over the sensor pattern SA, the output of the amplifier 61(A) is integrated at the integrator 42 and A/D converted at the A/D converter 43, use of the specific value prevents the resulting value from being saturated and allows the value to change in proportion to the power of the light beam.

[0168] Next, the main control unit 51 turns on the polygon motor 36, thereby rotating the polygon mirror 35 at a specific number of revolutions (S232). Then, the main control unit 51 forces the laser oscillator 31a to emit light at a specific value stored in the memory 52 (S233). After this, the polygon mirror 35 causes the light beam a to start scanning. Here, the specific value is a value suitable for image formation at that time.

[0169] In general, in an image forming apparatus using electronic photographic processing, the power of the light beam must be changed, depending on the environment in which the image forming apparatus is installed or on its using conditions (including aging). The memory 52 stores data on the appropriate power of each light beam under such various conditions.

[0170] Then, the main control unit 51 controls the galvanomirror 33a so that the light beam a may pass over sensor pattern SA (S234). The light beam a has to pass through almost the center of sensor pattern SA so as not to stray from sensor pattern SA. If the beam a deviated from sensor pattern SA, the sensed power would have a smaller value.

[0171] Since the sensor pattern SA (or SG) used for light beam power control has a sufficient size (with a length of about 900 µm in the sub-scanning direction) as described in FIG. 3, it is impossible that such a problem will take place.

[0172] Then, when the light beam s starts to pass over the sensor pattern SA, the A/D converter 43 inputs a value proportional to the power of the beam a to the main control unit 51. The main control unit 51 stores the value (preferably, the average value of an integral multiple of the number of faces of the polygon mirror 35) into the memory 52 as the optical power Pa of the light beam a on the photosensitive drum 15 (S235) and turns off the laser oscillator 31a (S236).

[0173] Next, the main control unit 51 forces the laser oscillator 31b to emit light at a specific value stored in the memory 52 (S233). After this, the polygon mirror 35 causes the light beam b to start scanning. Then, the A/D converter 43 inputs a value proportional to the power of the beam b on the photosensitive drum 15 to the main control unit 51. The main control unit 51 determines the value to be the optical power Pb and compares it with the optical power Pa of the light beam a on the photosensitive drum 15 stored in the memory 52 (S239). In the case of the light beam b, too, it is desirable that the output value of the A/D converter 43 should be taken in as many times as an integral multiple of the number of faces of the polygon mirror 35 and the average of the output values be determined to be Pb.

[0174] As a result of comparing the optical power Pa of the beam a with the optical power Pb of the beam b on the photosensitive drum 15, if the difference is smaller than or equal to a specific value (△P) (preferably, "0"), there will be no problem in terms of picture quality. If the difference is larger than the value, a picture quality problem will arise and correction be needed.

[0175] For example, as a result of comparing the optical power Pb with the optical power Pa, if Pb is larger than Pa and the difference between them is larger than△P (S240, S241), decreasing the light-emitting power set value for the laser driver 32b will enable the optical power of the light beam b on the photosensitive drum 15 to be decreased (S242).

[0176] Conversely, as a result of comparing the optical power Pb with the optical power Pa, if Pa is larger than Pb and the difference between them is larger than△P (S240, S241), increasing the light-emitting power set value for the laser driver 32b will enable the optical power of the light beam b on the photosensitive drum 15 to be increased (S243).
After having corrected the optical power of the beam b on the photosensitive drum 15, the main control unit 51 stores the light-emitting power set value at that time into the memory 52 as the value for the laser oscillator 31b (S244). Then, it returns control to step S239, senses the optical power of the beam b on the photosensitive drum 15 again, compares Pb with Pa, and repeats correction until the difference between them becomes equal to or smaller than ΔP.

In this way, the difference between the power of the beam a and that of the beam b can be made equal to or smaller than the specific value (ΔP).

The light beams c and d are processed in a similar manner at steps S245 to S264, thereby enabling the difference in optical power between the light beams a, b, c, and d on the photosensitive drum 15 to be equal to or smaller than the specific value (ΔP).

While in the example, the light beam a has been used as a reference, the light beam b, c, or d may be used as a reference. It is desirable that the specific value (ΔP) should be made 1% or less of the reference (the value of Pa).

The main-scanning light-beam position control routine at steps S316, S325, and S332 in FIG. 15 will be described by reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 19.

Similarly, main-scanning light-beam position information on light beam b, light beam c, and light beam d is also acquired (S342 to S344).

After having acquired main-scanning light-beam position information on the light beams a to d, the main control unit 51 sets the necessary printing area for actual image formation (copying or printing) (S345). The necessary printing area for actual image formation (copying or printing) is set according to main-scanning light-beam position information on the light beams a to d, the size of sheets used for image formation (copying or printing), and the filing margin.

For example, it is assumed that data items as shown in Table 1 have been acquired as main-scanning light-beam position information on the light beams a to d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEAM a</th>
<th>PRINTING AREA START &amp; END</th>
<th>DELAYED CLOCK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 to 9</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM b</td>
<td>12 to 16</td>
<td>D8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM c</td>
<td>18 to 22</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM d</td>
<td>20 to 24</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the size of sheets used for actual image formation is, for example, A4 lateral with no settings, including a filing margin, the printing area will contain 7015 (≈ 297 × 600 ÷ 25.4) pixels with a resolution of 600 dpi.

Here, it is assumed that the distance between sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 and the left end of the actual printing area is equivalent to 100 pixels. In this case, the pixel clock area for each light beam corresponding to the printing area (or target image formation area) is set as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEAM a</th>
<th>PRINTING AREA START &amp; END</th>
<th>DELAYED CLOCK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>109 to 7124</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM b</td>
<td>116 to 7131</td>
<td>D8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM c</td>
<td>122 to 7137</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAM d</td>
<td>124 to 7139</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the setting has been done, when delayed clock D5 is selected for light beam a, D8 is selected for light beam b, D2 is selected for light beam c, and D7 is selected for light beam d, the printing areas of the light beams a to d coincide with each other with an accuracy of one-tenth of a pixel.

FIGS. 20, 21, and 22 are flowcharts to help explain routines for acquiring main-scanning light-beam informa-
In preparation for acquiring information on light beam a, the main control unit 51 sets, for example, the print start of 7400 and the print end of 7401 in the image transfer clock generating sections (printing area setting sections) 119b to 119d (S351). In step S351, the printing (exposure) areas other than that of light beam a are moved further away from the light beam sensing unit 38 and the photosensitive drum 15 is also moved to a place where it will not be exposed. Step S351 is the necessary step to prevent the light beams a to d from interfering with each other. Step S351 makes it possible to acquire accurate information only on light beam a.

Next, the main control unit 51 sets the delayed clock selector 118a so that delayed clock D1 may be used for image formation (S352). Then, the main control unit 51 sets a print start position of 1 and a print end position of 5 in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a (S353).

Thereafter, the main control section 51 sets paint black test data in the image data I/F 56, causes the laser oscillator 31a to emit light according to the paint black test data, stops resetting the first counter 111, and causes the beam to scan the scanning surface a specific number of times, or eight times, according to the number of the surfaces of the polygon mirror (S354). As explained earlier, the operation causes the printing area 1-5 (an area equivalent to five dots) to be exposed with sensor pattern S1 of the light beam sensing unit 38 as a reference.

Then, the main control unit 51 takes in the data held in the latch circuit 113 in response to the interrupt signal (carry) from the first counter 111, resets the first counter (S355), and judges whether the value is 8 (check 1: S356).

When the result of the judgment has shown that the taken-in data is not 8, this means that sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 has not been exposed sufficiently. Therefore, after adding a value of 1 to each of the set values (print start and end) in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a and shifting the printing area (exposure area) one pixel, the main control unit 51 stops resetting the first counter 111 (S357), and waits for the interrupt signal from the first counter 111.

When the result of the judgment at step S356 has shown that the taken-in data is 8, this means that sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 has been exposed sufficiently. In this case, after further adding a value of 1 to each of the set values (print start and end) in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a and shifting the printing area (exposure area) one pixel, the main control unit 51 stops resetting the first counter 111 and causes the beam to scan the scanning surface a specific number of times or eight times (S358).

Next, the main control unit 51 takes in the data held in the latch circuit 113 in response to the interrupt signal (carry) from the first counter 111 (S359) and judges whether the value is 8 (check 2: S360).

When the result of the judgment has shown that the taken-in data is not 8, this means that sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 has not been exposed sufficiently. Therefore, after adding a value of 1 to each of the set values (print start and end) in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a as in the preceding process, shifts the printing area (exposure area) one pixel, stops resetting the first counter 111 (S357), and makes the first check (check 1) again.

When the result of the judgment at step S360 has shown that the taken-in data is 8, the values obtained by subtracting 2 from the set values (print start and end) in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a are set in the image transfer clock generating section (printing area setting section) 119a (S361). The values at this time are stored in the memory 52 as main-scanning light-beam position information on light beam a in units of one pixel (S362).

By those operations, the main control section 51 can shift the 5-pixel printing area (exposure area) one pixel by one pixel, recognize how many pixels it has to shift the printing area before the printing area reaches sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38, and stores the value immediately before the arrival at sensor pattern S2 into the memory 52.

In the embodiment, although the printing area (exposure area) has reached sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 (although the check 1 has been made), it is verified that the printing area (exposure area) has been further shifted one pixel and sensor pattern S2 has been exposed (or that the check 2 has been made). The reason is that even when the sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 has responded to unnecessary stray light that might develop in the optical system unit, the main control unit 41 has to distinguish from the correct response from the unwanted response.

Generally, the energy of stray light is much lower than that of the main light beam and sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 will hardly respond to such stray light. For some reason, however, sensor pattern S2 could respond. To avoid such erroneous responses, it is necessary to make sure that sensor pattern S2 responses reliably (or senses light reliably) even when the printing area (exposure area) has been shifted extra several pixels since sensor pattern S2 began to respond.

In the embodiment, to simplify explanation, the printing area (exposure area) has been made up of five pixels and the amount of shift to make the above checks has been determined to be one pixel. The present invention is not restricted to these values. The size of the printing area (exposure area) and the number of checks may be determined suitably, taking into account the size of sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38.

After main-scanning light-beam position information on light beam a has been acquired in units of one pixel,
the main control unit 51 carries out the operation of acquiring main-scanning light-beam position information in units of one-tenth of a pixel.

With delayed clock D1 being selected, the printing area (exposure area) has been set in units of one pixel and is in a position immediately before sensor pattern S2 of the light-beam sensing unit 38 starts to respond. In this state, the main control unit 51 switches the delayed clock from D1 to D2 (or shifts the position of the clock one-tenth of a clock), stops resetting the first counter 111, causes the beam to scan the scanning surface eight times, and waits for an interrupt signal (S363).

Receiving the interrupt signal from the first counter 111, the main control unit 51 takes in the value from the latch circuit 113 of the main-scanning beam position sensing circuit in the light-beam position sensing output circuit 40 and resets the first counter 111 (S364).

Next, the main control unit 51 judges whether the value in the latch circuit 113 is 8 (S365) and checks whether the printing area (exposure area) has reached sensor pattern S2 of the light-beam sensing unit 38.

When the result of the check has shown that the latched value is not 8, this means that the printing area (exposure area) has not reached sensor pattern S2 yet. The main control unit 51 returns control to step S363, selects a 1/10-clock-shifted delayed clock, and makes judgments as described above.

When the result of the check at step S365 has shown that the latched value is 8, this means that the printing area (exposure area) has reached sensor pattern S2. Namely, because the printing area has reached the target area, the main control unit 51 uses the delayed clock in image formation (e.g., copying or printing) and stores the selected delayed clock in the memory 52 (S366).

As described above, the main control unit 51 can move the printing area (exposure area) in units of about one-tenth of a pixel on the basis of the setting of the printing area (exposure area) and the selection of the delayed clock. Checking the response from sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 at that time, the main control unit 51 acquires main-scanning light-beam position information on light beam a with an accuracy of about one-tenth of a pixel.

In the embodiment, the printing area (exposure area) has been shifted one by one to the downstream side in the direction of light beam scanning to find a point at which sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 responds. The present invention is not limited to this.

For instance, the printing area (exposure area) may be further shifted one by one to the downstream side in the direction of light beam scanning to find a point at which sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 makes no response. Then, the point may be used as main-scanning light-beam position information on each of the light beams a to d.

Furthermore, the printing area (exposure area) may have been set on the downstream side in the direction of light beam scanning and be shifted one by one to the upstream side to find a point where sensor pattern S2 of the light beam sensing unit 38 makes a response or no response.

As explained in detail, according to the present invention, there are provided a light beam scanning apparatus and an image forming apparatus which enable the relative exposure position to be always controlled accurately even when the relationship between the main scanning positions of light beams is unknown.

Furthermore, according to the present invention, there is provided a beam scanning apparatus applicable to an image forming apparatus with more than one resolution.

Claims

1. A light beam scanning apparatus comprising:

   a first light beam generating means for generating a first light beam (31a);
   a second light beam generating means for generating a second light beam (31b); and
   a scanning means (35) for reflecting said first and second light beams generated by said first and second light beam generating means toward a scanning surface and scanning said first and second light beams over said scanning surface;
   a first light beam sensing means (S1), located equivalent on said scanning surface, for sensing one of said first and second light beams scanned over the scanning surface simultaneously by said scanning means;
   a clock generating means (116) for generating a clock which is synchronized with an output of said first light beam sensing means (S1);
   a first image formation area setting means (119a) for determining an image formation area of said first light beam on the basis of a first delayed output of the clock generated by said clock generating means (116);
   a second image formation area setting means (119b) for determining an image formation area of said second light beam on the basis of a second delayed output of the clock generated by said clock generating means.
a second light beam sensing means (S2), provided on a downstream side with respect to said first light beam sensing means (S1) in a main scanning direction, for sensing said first light beam scanned over the image formation area determined by said first image formation area setting means (119a) and the second light beam scanned over the image formation area determined by said second image formation area setting means (119b); and

a control means (51) adapted for

(i) recognizing a positional relationship between said second light beam sensing means (S2) and the image formation area of said first light beam determined by said first image formation area setting means (119a), based on a sensing result obtained by said second light beam sensing means (S2) when said first light beam scans the image formation area determined by said first image formation area setting means (119a);

(ii) recognizing a positional relationship between said second light beam sensing means (S2) and the image formation area of said second light beam determined by said second image formation area setting means (119b), based on a sensing result obtained by said second light beam sensing means (S2) when said second light beam scans the image formation area determined by said second image formation area setting means (119b); and

(iii) controlling said first and second image formation area setting means (119a, 119b) so that the image formation areas of said first and second light beams will be the same on the scanning surface of said first and second light beams.

2. A light beam scanning apparatus according to claim 1, characterized in that

said clock generating means (116) includes means (117) for outputting a plurality of clocks which have different phases, and synchronize with an output off said first beam sensing means (S1);

said first and second image formation area setting means (119b, 119b) respectively include clock selecting means (118a, 118b) for respectively selecting clocks, which are referred to when the image formation areas for the first and second light beams are determined, from among the clocks having different phases which are output from said outputting means (117); and

said control means (51) controls operations of said clock selecting means (118a, 118b) and said first and second image formation area setting means (119a, 119b).

3. A light beam scanning apparatus according to claim 2, characterized in that phase differences between the clocks which are generated by said clock generating means (116, 117) are less than one cycle of the clock generated by said clock generating means (116).

4. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 3, characterized by further comprising counting means (112) for counting the number of times at which said second beam sensing means senses the light beam, and characterized in that the control means (51) performs:

an operation (S353) of scanning the first and second light beams a predetermined number of times over the image formation areas, respectively, which are determined by said first and second image formation area setting means (119a, 119b);

an operation (S354) of reading data indicating the number of times counted by said counting means (112); an operation (S356) of recognizing positional relationships between said second beam sensing means (S2) and the image formation area determined by said first image formation area setting means (119a), and between said second beam sensing means (S2) and the image formation area determined by said second image formation area setting means (119b), based on the number of times counted by said counting means (112); and

an operation (S362) of controlling said first and second image formation area setting means such that the image formation areas respectively determined thereby coincide with each other on the scanning surface.

5. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 4, characterized in that operations of said control means (51) are performed just after power is supplied to the light beam scanning apparatus (S316).

6. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that operations of said control means (51) are successively performed at regular intervals (S325).
7. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the scanning surface includes a surface of an image retaining element, and which is characterized by further comprising drum exposure inhibit means (122) for controlling said beam generating means such that the light beams scanned by said scanning means are prevented from exposing said image retaining element, and characterized in that a control operation of said control means (51) is performed after said drum exposure inhibit means is activated.

8. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 7, characterized by further comprising:

- resolution setting means (51, S326) for determining an image resolution at which an image is formed on the scanning surface;
- scanning speed changing means (51, S327) for changing a scanning speed of the scanning means (35) in accordance with the resolution determined by said resolution setting means; and
- clock changing means (51, S328) for changing a frequency of the clock generated by said clock generating means (116) in accordance with the resolution determined by said resolution setting means, and

characterized in that said control means (51) controls said first and second image formation setting means (119a, 119b) after the resolution is changed by said scanning speed changing means (S327) and said clock changing means (S328).

9. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 8, characterized by further comprising:

- beam power sensing means (51, S235) for sensing powers of the first and second light beams scanned over the scanning surface by said scanning means (35); and
- beam power controlling means (51, S242-S243) for controlling said first and second beam generating means such that the powers of the first and second light beams scanned over the scanning surface fall a predetermined range, based on results of sensing by said beam power sensing means, and

characterized in that said control means (51) controls said first and second image formation area setting means (119a, 119b) after the powers of the first and second light beams are controlled to fall the predetermined range by said beam power controlling means (51, S241-S243).

10. A light beam scanning apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 9, characterized by further comprising:

- image reading means (1) for optically reading an image of a document, and providing image data corresponding to the image of the document; and
- an image retaining element (15) on which an electrostatic latent image is formed by the light beam scanned by said scanning means, and

characterized in that:

- said control means (51) provides pixel clock areas (table 2) corresponding to a desired image formation area on said image retaining element (15) to said first and second image formation setting means (119a, 119b); said first and second image formation area setting means (119a, 119b) generate pixel clocks associated with the pixel clock area;
- said control means forms an electrostatic image corresponding to image data provided by said reading means (1) in the desired image formation area on said image retaining element (15), by using said first and second beam generating means (31a, 31b), in response to the clock signal generated by said first and second image formation area setting means; and
- the light beam scanning apparatus further comprises printing means (17 to 19) for printing on a paper sheet a visible image corresponding to the electrostatic latent image formed on said image retaining element (15).

Patentansprüche

1. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung, enthaltend:

ein erstes Lichtstrahlerzeugungsmittel zum Erzeugen eines ersten Lichtstrahls (31a);
ein zweites Lichtstrahlerzeugungsmittel zum Erzeugen eines zweiten Lichtstrahls (31b); und
ein Abtastmittel (35) zum Reflektieren des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls, die von dem ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahlerzeugungsmittel erzeugt worden sind, zu einer Abtasteroberfläche, und zum Abtasten des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls über die Abtasteroberfläche;
ein erstes Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S1), das entsprechend auf der Abtasteroberfläche lokalisiert ist, zum Erfassen eines Lichtstrahls von dem ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahl, die gleichzeitig über die Abtasteroberfläche durch das Abtastmittel getastet werden;
ein Takterzeugungsmittel (116) zum Erzeugen eines Takts, der mit einem Ausgang des ersten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittels (S1) synchronisiert ist;
ein erstes Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a) zum Bestimmen eines Bildbildungsbereichs des ersten Lichtstrahls basierend auf einer ersten verzögerten Ausgabe des Takts, der von dem Takterzeugungsmittel (116) erzeugt wird;
ein zweites Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b) zum Bestimmen eines Bildbildungsbereichs des zweiten Lichtstrahls basierend auf einer zweiten verzögerten Ausgabe des Takts, der von dem Takterzeugungsmittel (116) erzeugt wird;
ein zweites Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S2), das stromabwärtsseitig in Bezug zu dem ersten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S1) in einer Hauptabtastrichtung liegt, zum Erfassen des ersten Lichtstrahls, der über den Bildbildungsbereich tastet, der durch das erste Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a) bestimmt wird, und
des zweiten Lichtstrahls, der über den Bildbildungsbereich tastet, der durch das zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b) bestimmt wird; und
ein Steuermittel (51), das ausgelegt ist
(i) zum Erkennen einer Positionsbeziehung zwischen dem zweiten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S2) und dem Bildbildungsbereich des ersten Lichtstrahls, der durch das erste Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a) bestimmt wird, basierend auf einem Erfassungsergebnis, das von dem zweiten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S2) erhalten wird, wenn der erste Lichtstrahl den Bildbildungsbereich, der von dem ersten Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a) bestimmt wird, abtastet;
(ii) zum Erkennen einer Positionsbeziehung zwischen dem zweiten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S2) und dem Bildbildungsbereich des zweiten Lichtstrahls, der durch das zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b) bestimmt wird, basierend auf einem Erfassungsergebnis, das von dem zweiten Lichtstrahlerfassungsmittel (S2) erhalten wird, wenn der zweite Lichtstrahl den Bildbildungsbereich, der von dem zweiten Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b) bestimmt wird, abtastet; und
(iii) zum Steuern des ersten und zweiten Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittels (119a, 119b), so dass die Bildbildungsbereiche des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls auf der Abtasteroberfläche des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls gleich sind.

2. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das Takterzeugungsmittel (116) ein Mittel (117) enthält zum Ausgeben einer Mehrzahl von Takten, die unterschiedliche Phasen aufweisen, und zum Synchronisieren mit einer Ausgabe von dem ersten Strahlerfassungsmittel (S1);
das erste und zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b, 119b) jeweils ein Takauswahlmittel (118a, 118b) enthalten zum jeweiligen Auswählen von Takten, auf die Bezug genommen wird, wenn die Bildbildungsbereiche für den ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahl bestimmt werden, aus den Takten, die unterschiedliche Phasen aufweisen, die von dem Ausgabemittel (117) ausgegeben werden; und
das Steuermittel (51) Operationen des Takauswahlmittels (118a, 118b) und des ersten und zweiten Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittels (119a, 119b) steuert.


4. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, gekennzeichnet durch ferner ein Zählmittel (112) zum Zählen der Anzahl an Zeitpunkten zu denen das zweite Strahlerfassungsmittel den Lichtstrahl erfasst, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Steuermittel (51) durchführt:

eine Operation (S353) zum Abtasten des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Zeitpunkten oft jeweils über die Bildbildungsbereiche, die durch das erste und zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstel-
lungsmittel (119a, 119b) bestimmt werden; einer Operation (S354) zum Lesen von Daten, die die Anzahl an Zeitpunkten angeben, die von dem Zählmittel (112) gezählt werden; einer Operation (S356) zum Erkennen von Positionsbeziehungen zwischen dem zweiten Strahlerfassungsmittel (S2) und dem Bildbildungsbereich, der durch das erste Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a) bestimmt wird, und zwischen dem zweiten Strahlerfassungsmittel (S2) und dem Bildbildungsbereich, der durch das zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119b) bestimmt wird, basierend auf der Anzahl an Zeitpunkten, die durch das Zählmittel (112) gezählt werden; und einer Operation (S362) zum Steuern des ersten und zweiten Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittels derart, dass die Bildbildungsbereiche, die dadurch jeweils bestimmt werden, auf der Abtastoberfläche miteinander zusammenfallen.

5. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Operationen des Steuermittels (51) durchgeführt werden, unmittelbar nachdem Energie an die Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung geliefert wird (S316).

6. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Operationen des Steuermittels (51) in regelmäßigen Intervallen nacheinander durchgeführt werden (S325).

7. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die Abtastoberfläche eine Oberfläche eines Bildhalteelements enthalten, und die ferner gekennzeichnet ist durch ein Trommelbelichtungsverhinderungsmittel (122) zum Steuern des Strahlerzeugungsmittels derart, dass Lichtstrahlen, die durch das Abtastmittel getastet werden, das Bildhalteelement nicht belichten können, und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Steueroperation des Steuermittels (51) durchgeführt wird nachdem das Trommelbelichtungsverhinderungsmittel aktiviert worden ist.

8. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, gekennzeichnet durch ferner enthaltend:

   ein Auflösungseinstellungsmittel (51, S326) zum Bestimmen einer Bildauflösung, bei der ein Bild auf der Abtastoberfläche gebildet wird;
   ein Abtastgeschwindigkeitsänderungsmittel (51, S327) zum Ändern einer Abtastgeschwindigkeit des Abtastmittels (35) in Übereinstimmung mit der Auflösung, die durch das Auflösungseinstellungsmittel bestimmt worden ist; und
   ein Taktänderungsmittel (51, S328) zum Ändern einer Frequenz des Takts, der durch das Takterzeugungsmittel (116) erzeugt wird, in Übereinstimmung mit der Auflösung, die von dem Auflösungseinstellungsmittel bestimmt worden ist, und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Steuermittel (51) das erste und zweite Bildbildungseinstellungsmittel (119a, 119b) steuert nachdem die Auflösung durch das Abtastgeschwindigkeitsänderungsmittel (S327) und das Taktänderungsmittel (S328) geändert worden ist.

9. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, gekennzeichnet durch ferner enthaltend:

   ein Strahlenergiefassungsmittel (51, S235) zum Erfassen von Energien des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls, die über die Abtastoberfläche durch das Abtastmittel (35) getastet werden; und
   ein Strahlenergiesteuermittel (51, S242-S243) zum Steuern des ersten und zweiten Strahlerzeugungsmittels derart, dass Energien des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls, die über die Abtastoberfläche getastet werden, in einen vorbestimmten Bereich fallen, basierend auf Ergebnissen der Erfassung durch das Strahlenergiefassungsmittel, und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Steuermittel (51) das erste und zweite Bildbildungebereicheinstellungsmittel (119a, 119b) steuert, nachdem die Energien des ersten und zweiten Lichtstrahls gesteuert worden sind, um in den vorbestimmten Bereich zu fallen, durch das Strahlenergiesteuermittel (51, S241-S243).

10. Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, gekennzeichnet durch ferner enthaltend:
ein Bildlesemittel (1) zum optischen Lesen eines Bildes eines Dokuments, und zum Liefern von Bilddaten, die
dem Bild des Dokuments entsprechen; und
ein Bildhalteelement (15), auf dem ein elektrostatisch latentes Bild gebildet wird durch den Lichtstrahl, der
durch das Abtastmittel abtastet, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Steuermittel (51) Pixelaktbereiche (Tabelle 2), die einem gewünschten Bildbildungsbereich auf dem
Bildhalteelement (15) entsprechen, an das erste und zweite Bildbildungseinstellungsmittel (119a, 119b) liefert;
das erste und zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel (119a, 119b) Pixeltakte erzeugen, die zu dem
Pixelaktbereich gehören;
das Steuermittel ein elektrostatisches Bild, das den Bilddaten entspricht, die von dem Lesemittel (1) geliefert
werden, in dem gewünschten Bildbildungsbereich auf dem Bildhalteelement (15) bildet, indem das erste und zweite
Strahlerzeugungsmittel (31a, 31b) verwendet werden, in Antwort auf das Taktsignal, das durch das erste und
zweite Bildbildungsbereicheinstellungsmittel erzeugt wird; und
die Lichtstrahlabtastvorrichtung ferner ein Druckmittel (17 bis 19) enthält, um auf einem Blatt Papier ein
sichtbares Bild zu drucken, welches dem elektrostatisch latenten Bild, das auf dem Bildhalteelement (15) gebildet
ist, entspricht.

Revendications
1. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux comprenant :
un premier moyen de génération de faisceau lumineux pour générer un premier faisceau lumineux (31a) ;
un second moyen de génération de faisceau lumineux pour générer un second faisceau lumineux (31b) ;
un moyen de balayage (35) pour réfléchir lesdits premier et second faisceaux lumineux qui sont générés par
lesdits premier et second moyens de génération de faisceau lumineux en direction d'une surface de balayage
et pour balayer lesdits premier et second faisceaux lumineux sur ladite surface de balayage ;
un premier moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S1), qui est localisé de façon équivalente sur ladite
surface de balayage, pour détecter l'un desdits premier et second faisceaux lumineux qui sont balayés sur la
surface de balayage de façon simultanée par ledit moyen de balayage ;
un moyen de génération d'horloge (116) pour générer une horloge qui est synchronisée avec une sortie dudit
premier moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S1) ;
un premier moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a) pour déterminer une zone de formation
d'image dudit premier faisceau lumineux sur la base d'une première sortie retardée de l'horloge qui est générée
par ledit moyen de génération d'horloge (116) ;
un second moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119b) pour déterminer une zone de formation
d'image dudit second faisceau lumineux sur la base d'une seconde sortie retardée de l'horloge qui est générée
par ledit moyen de génération d'horloge (116) ;
un second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S2), qui est prévu sur un côté aval par rapport audit
premier moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S1) suivant une direction de balayage principal, pour dé-
tecter ledit premier faisceau lumineux qui est balayé sur la zone de formation d'image comme déterminé par
ledit premier moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a) et ledit second faisceau lumineux
qui est balayé sur la zone de formation d'image comme déterminé par ledit second moyen d'établissement
de zone de formation d'image (119b) ; et
un moyen de commande (51) qui est adapté pour :
(i) reconnaître une relation de position entre ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S2)
et la zone de formation d'image dudit premier faisceau lumineux qui est déterminée par ledit premier
moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a), sur la base d'un résultat de détection qui
est obtenu par ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S2) lorsque ledit premier faisceau
lumineux balaye la zone de formation d'image qui est déterminée par ledit premier moyen d'établissement
de zone de formation d'image (119a) ;
(ii) reconnaître une relation de position entre ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S2)
et la zone de formation d'image dudit second faisceau lumineux qui est déterminée par ledit second moyen
d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119b), sur la base d'un résultat de détection qui est obtenu
par ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux (S2) lorsque ledit second faisceau lumineux
balaye la zone de formation d'image qui est déterminée par ledit second moyen d'établissement de zone
2. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon la revendication 1, **caractérisé en ce que** :

ledit moyen de génération d'horloge (116) inclut un moyen (117) pour émettre en sortie une pluralité d'horloges qui présentent des phases différentes et qui sont synchronisées avec une sortie dudit premier moyen de détection de faisceau (S1) ;

lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b) incluent de façon respective un moyen de sélection d'horloge (118a, 118b) pour respectivement sélectionner des horloges auxquelles il est fait référence lorsque les zones de formation d'image pour les premier et second faisceaux lumineux sont déterminées, parmi les horloges présentant des phases différentes qui sont émises en sortie depuis ledit moyen de sortie (117) ; et

ledit moyen de commande (51) commande des fonctionnements desdits moyens de sélection d'horloge (118a, 118b) et desdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b).

3. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon la revendication 2, **caractérisé en ce que** des différences de phase entre les horloges qui sont générées par lesdits moyens de génération d'horloge (116, 117) sont inférieures à un cycle de l'horloge qui est générée par ledit moyen de génération d'horloge (116).

4. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, **caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre un moyen de comptage (112) pour compter le nombre de fois que ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau lumineux détecte le faisceau lumineux, et caractérisé en ce que** le moyen de commande (51) réalise :

   une opération (S353) de balayage des premier et second faisceaux lumineux un nombre de fois prédéterminé sur les zones de formation d'image, de façon respective, qui sont déterminées par ledits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b) ;

   une opération (S354) de lecture de données indiquant le nombre de fois qui est compté par ledit moyen de comptage (112) ;

   une opération (S356) de reconnaissance de relations de position entre ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau (S2) et la zone de formation d'image qui est déterminée par ledit premier moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a) ainsi qu'entre ledit second moyen de détection de faisceau (S2) et la zone de formation d'image qui est déterminée par ledit second moyen d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119b), sur la base du nombre de fois qui est compté par ledit moyen de comptage (112) ; et

   une opération (S362) de commande desdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image de telle sorte que les zones de formation d'image qui sont respectivement ainsi déterminées coïncident l'une avec l'autre sur la surface de balayage.

5. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, **caractérisé en ce que** des opérations dudit moyen de commande (51) sont réalisées juste après que de la puissance est appliquée sur l'appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux (S316).

6. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, **caractérisé en ce que** des opérations dudit moyen de commande (51) sont réalisées successivement selon des intervalles réguliers (S325).

7. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel la surface de balayage inclut une surface d'un élément de retenue d'image, et qui est **caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre un moyen d'inhibition d'exposition de tambour (122) pour contrôler ledit moyen de génération de faisceau de telle sorte que les faisceaux lumineux balayés par ledit moyen de balayage soient empêchés d'exposer ledit élément de retenue d'image, et caractérisé en ce qu'une opération de commande dudit moyen de commande (51) est réalisée après que ledit moyen d'inhibition d'exposition de tambour est activé.

8. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, **caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre** :
un moyen d'établissement de résolution (51, S326) pour déterminer une résolution d'image à laquelle une image est formée sur la surface de balayage ;
un moyen de modification de vitesse de balayage (51, S327) pour modifier une vitesse de balayage du moyen de balayage (35) conformément à la résolution qui est déterminée par ledit moyen d'établissement de résolution ; et
un moyen de modification d'horloge (51, S328) pour modifier une fréquence de l'horloge qui est générée par ledit moyen de génération d'horloge (116) conformément à la résolution qui est déterminée par ledit moyen d'établissement de résolution ; et

caractérisé en ce que :
ledit moyen de commande (51) commande lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de formation d'image (119a, 119b) après que la résolution est modifiée par ledit moyen de modification de vitesse de balayage (S327) et par ledit moyen de modification d'horloge (S328).

9. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre :
un moyen de détection de puissance de faisceau (51, S235) pour détecter des puissances des premier et second faisceaux lumineux qui sont balayés sur la surface de balayage par ledit moyen de balayage (35) ; et
un moyen de commande de puissance de faisceau (51, S242-S243) pour commander lesdits premier et second moyens de génération de faisceau de telle sorte que les puissances des premier et second faisceaux lumineux qui sont balayés sur la surface de balayage tombent dans une plage prédéterminée, sur la base de résultats de détection par ledit moyen de détection de puissance de faisceau, et caractérisé en ce que :
ledit moyen de commande (51) commande lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b) après que les puissances des premier et second faisceaux lumineux sont commandées de manière à tomber dans la plage prédéterminée par ledit moyen de commande de puissance de faisceau (51, S241-S243).

10. Appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre :
un moyen de lecture d'image (1) pour lire optiquement une image d'un document et pour appliquer des données d'image correspondant à l'image du document ; et
un élément de retenue d'image (15) sur lequel une image latente électrostatique est formée par le faisceau lumineux qui est balayé par ledit moyen de balayage ; et
caractérisé en ce que :
ledit moyen de commande (51) applique des zones d'horloge de pixel (tableau 2) qui correspondent à une zone de formation d'image souhaitée sur ledit élément de retenue d'image (15) sur lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b) ;
lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image (119a, 119b) génèrent des horloges de pixel qui sont associées à la zone d'horloge de pixel ;
ledit moyen de commande forme une image électrostatique qui correspond à des données d'image qui sont appliquées par ledit moyen de lecture (1) dans la zone de formation d'image souhaitée sur ledit élément de retenue d'image (15) en utilisant lesdits premier et second moyens de génération de faisceau (31a, 31 b) en réponse au signal d'horloge qui est généré par lesdits premier et second moyens d'établissement de zone de formation d'image ; et
l'appareil de balayage de faisceau lumineux comprend en outre un moyen d'impression (17 à 19) pour imprimer sur une feuille de papier une image visible qui correspond à l'image latente électrostatique qui est formée sur ledit élément de retenue d'image (15).
FIG. 7
FIG. 8
FIG. 10
LIGHT BEAM POWER CONTROL ROUTINE

- S231
  SET AMPLIFICATION FACTOR OF AMPLIFIER H AT SPECIFIED VALUE

- S232
  TURN ON POLYGON MOTOR

- S233
  FORCE LASER OSCILLATOR 31a TO EMIT LIGHT AT SPECIFIC LIGHT-EMITTING POWER SET VALUE STORED IN MEMORY

- S234
  CONTROL GALVANOMIRROR 33a SO THAT BEAM a MAY PASS OVER SENSOR PATTERN SA

- S235
  STORE OUTPUT (A/D CONVERTED VALUE) FROM AMPLIFIER A AS Pa INTO MEMORY

- S236
  TURN OFF LASER OSCILLATOR 31a

- S237
  FORCE LASER OSCILLATOR 31b TO EMIT LIGHT

- S238
  CONTROL GALVANOMIRROR 33b SO THAT BEAM b MAY PASS OVER SENSOR PATTERN SA

- S239
  COMPARE OUTPUT (A/D CONVERTED VALUE ASSUME TO BE Pb) FROM AMPLIFIER A WITH Pa STORED IN MEMORY

- S240
  \(|Pb - Pa| \leq \Delta P\)

- S241
  \(Pb > Pa?\)

  - S242
    \(Pb > Pa?\)
    - YES
      DECREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32b
    - NO
      INCREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32b

- S243
  \(Pb > Pa?\)
  - YES
    DECREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32b
  - NO
    INCREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32b

- S244
  STORE POWER SET VALUE AT THAT TIME INTO MEMORY AS VALUE FOR LASER OSCILLATOR 31b

- S245
  TURN OFF LASER OSCILLATOR 31b

FIG. 17
FORCE LASER OSCILLATOR 31c TO EMIT LIGHT

CONTROL GALVANOMIRROR 33c SO THAT BEAM c MAY PASS OVER SENSOR PATTERN SA

COMPARE OUTPUT (A/D CONVERTED VALUE ASSUME TO BE Pc) FROM AMPLIFIER A WITH Pa STORED IN MEMORY

\[ |Pc - Pa| \leq \Delta P \]

| Pc > Pa? |

DECREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32c

INCREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32c

STORE POWER SET VALUE AT THAT TIME INTO MEMORY AS VALUE FOR LASER OSCILLATOR 31c

FORCE LASER OSCILLATOR 31d TO EMIT LIGHT

CONTROL GALVANOMIRROR 33d SO THAT BEAM d MAY PASS OVER SENSOR PATTERN SH

COMPARE OUTPUT (A/D CONVERTED VALUE ASSUME TO BE Pd) FROM AMPLIFIER A WITH Pa STORED IN MEMORY

\[ |Pd - Pa| \leq \Delta P \]

| Pd > Pa? |

DECREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32d

INCREASE LIGHT EMITTING POWER SET VALUE FOR LASER DRIVER 32d

STORE POWER SET VALUE AT THAT TIME INTO MEMORY AS VALUE FOR LASER OSCILLATOR 31d

RETURN

FIG. 18
MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION CONTROL

ACQUIRE INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM a

ACQUIRE INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM b

ACQUIRE INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM c

ACQUIRE INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM d

SET PRINTING AREAS FOR LIGHT BEAMS a to d in IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITIONS OF LIGHT BEAMS a to d AND THE SIZE OF COPYING (PRINTING) SHEETS

FIG. 19
ROUTINE FOR ACQUIRING INFORMATION
ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM
POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM a

SET PRINT START OF 7400 AND PRINT END OF
7401 IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING
SECTIONS (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTIONS)
b, c, d EXCLUDING THAT FOR LIGHT BEAM a

CAUSE DELAYED CLOCK SELECTOR a
TO SELECT DELAYED CLOCK D1

SET PRINT START OF 1 AND PRINT END OF
5 IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING
SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) a

SET PAINT BLACK TEST DATA (LASER LIGHT
EMISSION) IN IMAGE DATA I/F 56, CAUSE
LASER OSCILLATOR 31a TO EMIT LIGHT,
STOP RESETING 1ST COUNTER, AND CAUSE
BEAM TO SCAN A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF TIMES

TAKE IN VALUE IN LATCH 113 ON
ARRIVAL OF INTERRUPT SIGNAL FROM
1ST COUNTER AND RESET 1ST COUNTER

VALUE IN LATCH CIRCUIT = 8?

CHECK 1

YES

ADD 1 TO THE SET VALUES
(PRINT START AND END) IN
IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK
GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING
AREA SETTING SECTION) a AND
STOP RESETING 1ST COUNTER

NO

FIG. 20
ADD 1 TO THE SET VALUES (PRINT START AND END) IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) a.
STOP RESETTING 1ST COUNTER, AND CAUSE BEAM TO SCAN A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF TIMES

TAKE IN VALUE IN LATCH 113 ON ARRIVAL OF INTERRUPT SIGNAL FROM 1ST COUNTER AND RESET 1ST COUNTER

VALUE IN LATCH CIRCUIT=8?

CHECK 2

YES

SUBTRACT 2 FROM THE SET VALUES (PRINT START AND END) IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) a.

STORE IN MEMORY THE SET VALUES IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) a AT THAT TIME AS INFORMATION ON MAIN-SCANNING LIGHT-BEAM POSITION OF LIGHT BEAM a IN UNITS OF ONE PIXEL

FIG. 21
CAUSE DELAYED CLOCK SELECTOR FOR LIGHT BEAM \( a \) IN SYNCHRONIZING CIRCUIT 55 TO SELECT DELAYED CLOCK WITH A PHASEDELAY OF 1/10 CLOCK, STOP RESETTING 1ST COUNTER, AND CAUSE BEAM TO SCAN A SPECIFIC NUMBER OF TIME

TAKE IN VALUE IN LATCH 113 ON ARRIVAL OF INTERRUPT SIGNAL FROM 1ST COUNTER AND RESET 1ST COUNTER

VALUE IN LATCH CIRCUIT = 8?

YES

USE THE DELAYED CLOCK SELECTED AT THAT TIME IN IMAGE FORMATION (IN COPYING OR PRINTING) AND STORE IT IN MEMORY

SET PRINT START OF 7400 AND PRINT END OF 7401 IN IMAGE TRANSFER CLOCK GENERATING SECTION (PRINTING AREA SETTING SECTION) \( a \)

RETURN

FIG. 22